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J/24 Frankly flying spinnaker in the Aug 16 Twilight race during sunset. Photo courtesy of Anika Olsen.

From the Front
Michael Morrissey, Commodore
The official SYSCO Racing season is over and it’s been a good one. Late spring and early summer was one of the
driest on record in Portland and for the most part the wind held up even with some gear busters in the month of
July. Tuesday nights seemed to fare better than the Thursday series as there were a total of 20 races held in some of
the fleets without a cancellation. Overall 200+ races were run by volunteer race committees for SYSCO sailors
throughout the summer as well as specialty events such as the Dual Bridge Duel, The Short-handed Soaker, and the
St. Helen’s Race-Cruise. This afforded SYSCO members lots of opportunities to be out on the water, spending time on
their boats and for a few hours each week trying to figure out wind patterns and getting the most out of their
sailboats. Although the wind shifts didn’t always go one’s way, it always is great fun to be out on the Columbia using
the forces of nature to propel a vessel through the water a little faster (sometimes) than your neighbor. For some it’s
a question of mechanics and fine tuning, for others it’s getting the boat shipshape with a myriad of winches,
turnbuckles and teak trim looking perfect. You might be the sailor that enjoys having a thousand things going
through your mind (wind patches, boat heel, fleet awareness) or prefer to be one who is incredibly focused at the
task at hand having a laser-stare at the telltales to get them perfectly lined up with sail trim. For many of us it is a bit
more existential (do I dare say religious?), and for a few splendid hours you forget the cares of the everyday world
and enjoy a sport that started with the privileged a few centuries ago but now is enjoyed by many. As I look at my
fellow competitors, I marvel at how different we all are in temperament, age, and physical shape. In few other sports
do we get to compete on an even keel with this mix of local humanity that would include the best of the best as well
as novices. So here’s a thanks to SYSCO and all its members for making it happen on a local level and for being open
to all comers.
This month’s newsletter features the last of the Race Corner articles with Jenn Thompson discussing how to get and
retain a good crew. There is also a fun take on the St. Helen’s Race-Cruise by the Frengle family who participated in it
over twenty years and running. There are a few more weekend regattas being run by PYC that are always a good end
of the season test of your skills and boat. For those hearty souls who keep their boats in the water all winter, Sailing
on Sunday (SOS) begins in October. Also, be sure to reserve a spot for the OCSA awards party on November 3, across
the river at Warehouse 23 in Vancouver, WA.
Just to show that sailboat racing can mirror the vicissitudes of life and demonstrate that the unexpected can always
happen, a romantic interlude occurred in a Ranger 20 during the long distance race to St. Helen’s. It seems that an
agreed upon “finish in place” was called among the Ranger fleet after 5 hours of frustrating sailing downriver and
making it only halfway past Sauvie Island. As our SYSCO newsletter editor was dousing her sails, her faithful crew
popped the question with ring in hand. She dropped the halyard, said “Yes!”, gave him a big hug, and had a sailboat
race they’ll always remember.

A slight throw-back photo to a race on June 28th when the Rangers, the J/24s and a random Hobie Cat are all headed downwind together, for
better or for worse. Photo courtesy of Jenn Thompson.
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From the Rear
Bruce Newton, Rear Commodore
It’s interesting what ideas can get cooked up on a race committee boat. I was volunteering on a race committee and
so was Tressa Yellig who is the Commodore of the Oregon Women’s Sailing Association (OWSA). We got to talking
about how we could get more new sailors interested in sailboat racing. On a lark I asked Tressa if we took one week
of series racing and made it a requirement for each skipper to take a newbie crew member, could OWSA provide one
hundred sailors eager to try racing. She said definitely! And the idea was born. At the next SYSCO Board meeting we
discussed the pros and cons of the idea. Although everyone was enthusiastic about the objective, there were some
concerns about making it a mandatory part of a series. Concerns were raised about the smaller boats being able to
take an additional crew and about the difficulty of asking a regular crew member to sit out a race. So an alternative
was proposed: take a normally idle week such as the Offshore rest week in May and hold Tuesday and Thursday
races with the main purpose of sharing the experience of racing with new sailors. We could call it “Grow the Sport
Week.” Skippers would need to register early enough that we could assign new sailors to each boat. And we would
seek to include folks from Willamette Sailing and perhaps Island Sailing in addition to OWSA. An after-party on each
night for the newbies to swap stories was suggested. A vote was held and the Board approved the idea. So look for
the “Grow the Sport” races in next year’s calendar and be sure to register early.

A heart-breakingly smokey August 14th Twilight
Series race sunset captured from Wy'East. Photo
courtesy of Kelly Nash.
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Notifications and Upcoming Dates to Remember
PYC Fall Regatta amendments to the Notice of the Race
The first start each day has been changed to 1500 hours due to low tides and predicted low river levels.
RCYC also has graciously agreed to provide PYC racers temporary moorage on the weekends for the PYC
Fall Regatta and the PYC Robert A. Smith Regatta. The skippers taking advantage of this need to fill out a
reciprocal moorage form at the clubhouse, and will be given a key card or key for the gates. Each skipper
would be responsible to open the main gate to let their crews or shuttles in.
There is 500 feet of space on the inside of the breakwater, room for half a dozen boats or so. The only trick
is that turning room for boats moored head to current on the breakwater is tight, and bigger boats would
likely have to reverse down the main fairway, and maneuver in reverse out the entrance.
If you can give RCYC notice and approximate times that boats would likely come in, they can make sure
there is someone there to catch lines and provide key cards.
A GIANT, “THANK YOU!” TO RCYC!

PYC Fall Regatta

PYC Robert A. Smith Regatta

CYC Annual Meeting and Elections

OWSA Annual Meeting

Oct 8

Oct 10

Sailing On Sunday Series

OCSA Awards Party

Sept 22 – Sept 23

Oct 6 – Oct 7

Oct 14 – Mar 4

Nov 3

40-50% OFF COLUMBIA GEAR With Employee Store Passes!
Oregon Youth Sailing Foundation is offering all SYSCO members 40-50% off Columbia gear with an
employee store pass! 10% of every purchase goes to OYSF to support them in their pursuit of "getting
more Oregon youth sailing". These passes are good from October 1st to November 15th -- Just in time for
the holiday shopping season! See OYSF's Latest News and download your pass HERE.
About Oregon Youth Sailing Foundation
Founded in 2007, Oregon Youth Sailing Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit foundation that
establishes programs and makes grants for the support of youth dinghy sailing in Oregon. OYSF aims
to contribute to keeping sailing alive and active in Oregon through making sailing accessible to young
people, with a focus on the underserved and those who otherwise would not have the opportunity.
Connecting youth to the water and the joy of sailing inspires confidence, builds life skills and
ultimately contributes to a healthy community. OYSF succeeds by accomplishing its mission to “get
more Oregon youth sailing” from all walks of life.
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The Last Shall Be First: SYSCO St. Helen's Race/Cruise
Dennis Frengle
When I asked my brother Doug, owner/skipper of Local Motion, if there were going to be any other Cal 20s in the
Portland to St Helens race, he said “Nope. We’re the only one going. All the boats in our class are faster than us.
Looks like this year we’re likely to finish last.” And when he said “last,” he meant “REALLY last,” since ours is the
lowest class. “Oh well,” he said, “It’ll be a nice sail down river.” Such were our expectations.
Once the starting horn was blown, of course, we—as all racers do—looked around us to find someone we might
measure ourselves against. Some kid our own size. A race within the race. The lack of wind kept the fleet packed
more tightly together than would normally be the case, and it was quite some time before the big boys, or at least
most of them, stepped out and away. We settled in for a
nearly windless crawl down river with the sails as often
empty of wind as filled. We tried the spinnaker, but the
wind, what little there was, was too unpredictable. But it
was, indeed, a nice sail down river. My brother Doug, my
son Patrick and I talked of many things, as we always do
when we get together. A couple of times, ship traffic
forced some boats to turn on their motors to get away
from them, as there was too little wind to power them out
of harm’s way. This provided Doug and me the opportunity
to swap tales about being at the wheel of tankers under
such circumstances. Back in the day.
About the middle of the afternoon, a couple of boats
dropped their sails and started motoring. They were ahead
of us. Odd. Surely the wind would be picking up soon. The
wind forecast for 4 pm was 7 mph, and it would probably
Doug Frengle, Patrick Frengle, Dennis Frengle. Photo courtesy of
be starting much before that. Or so we reasoned. But as
Michael Morrissey.
time went by, other boats decided to throw it in and
motor. Finally, as if by decree, the entire group of boats behind us dropped their sails en masse and headed down
river together. Before too very long, more boats in front of us were doing the same thing. By the time 4 pm rolled
around, and the wind had declined in strength if anything, we were left alone. Some of the advance boats had gone
beyond our view, and we assumed that they might well be still sticking it out, but we weren’t sure. It didn’t occur to
any of the three of us to motor in. We were having a nice sail down river.
We finally crossed the finish line at 7:15 pm, and got to the marina about 8 o’clock. If a wind hadn’t come up the last
mile and a half or two, we could well have taken another couple of hours. It was on arrival that we learned that we
were the only boat to finish, making us the overall winner! Not for being fast at sailing, but slow at quitting! Who’d a
thought a nice sail down river would turn into a glorious sail down river.
This race, in the last 10 years or so, has been, for us, the venue of some unusual experiences. About 5 years or so
ago, we reached the starting line early and proceeded to rig our sails, only to discover that we’d brought two jibs and
no main. As the race was starting, and all the other boats were heading west, Doug got the idea that we should
mount the jib to the boom in place of the main, which we did. Even with the late start, and our rather unique sail
configuration, we succeeded in passing a half dozen boats, which we took as a minor triumph, and one which earned
Doug the nickname ‘Dougie Two-jibs”. Two years ago, in about the strongest wind Doug said he’d raced in, as we
crossed the finish line the rudder gudgeon popped out of the pintle and we lost steering, almost capsizing. We had
to ground the boat to stabilize it enough to reinstall the rudder. A very hair-raising experience. This year, at some
point, Doug observed that, of all the sailing he’d done on the river over the last 22 years, this was the least wind he’d
ever seen. But it was just enough wind to help the smallest boat in the fleet win. A race we’ll not forget.
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Buoy two dragging some sticks in the high current. Photo courtesy of Kelly Dews.

Introduction
Michael Morrissey, Commodore
One of the most important factors for racing competitively on the Columbia is to have a steady and happy crew. Jenn
Thompson gives her thoughts on the teamwork necessary to make this happen. Jenn has been sailing on the
Columbia since 2010 and currently crews on the J-24 Deadbeat. She received her Captain's license and ASA
certification in 2014, and currently works for Passion Yachts on Hayden Island.

Consistent Crew: How to Attract, How to Become
Jenn Thompson
If ever there was a shared struggle in the racing community, regardless of geographic location, skill level, fleet
assignment, you name it, this might just be it. Crew retention. Having been in a leadership role in our community
(and from being a friendly kinda gal I suppose), I get asked often to help find crew for boats. I actually enjoy this task
(although I will take this opportunity to remind everyone about the valuable Crew List offered on sailpdx.org). Having
helped place crew throughout weekly series here in Portland, for the Oregon Offshore, and for Swiftsure, it got me
thinking about what it takes to attract and retain crew. Also, about what crew can do to become attractive and
retainable. Consistency is what makes or breaks a race.
As a skipper, your sailing program is at the heart of what you do. It is already a top priority that at times has its own
set of competing agendas. We can forget sometimes that crew members don’t have access to the same informative
emails that come down the ranks from the Fleet Captains or the Race Captains. Not to mention, five or more weeks
of racing is a long time! Crew can tend to double book themselves on accident. Forwarding race related information
to known crew members and requesting a commitment for known dates should be a top priority. Start to fill in those
blanks as soon as the season’s schedule is posted! Remember, crew are not obligated to join OCSA so they miss out
on quite a bit. In a perfect world, we would all have access to a vetted crew bank. In reality, we have to fill spots with
warm bodies at the last minute. Some skippers use the CYC Sailing On Sunday series as a way to find potential crew
for the coming year and try those warm bodies out when the weather is cold and the stakes are not as high.
When you are searching for crew, obviously their skill set and experience are important factors. We all know if they
even remotely admit to being on a foredeck ever, you should ban them to the pointy end of the boat until they break
something, fall off the boat, or cry at which time you should re-assess. Joking aside, sailors have a tendency to
migrate to the position they prefer or positions that are in their comfort zone. Consider asking crew what they are
interested in learning more about or positions that they want to try. That way you can create opportunities for them
to learn from someone else or try out a different role in low pressure/low risk setting. This makes crew feel valued
and helps develop loyalty in the boat. If you're investing time in them, they'll be more likely to invest time back into
your program. It's a win-win. However, in the end, almost anyone can be taught how to pull on this or let go of that.
An important element that creates a positive group dynamic is finding the right balance of personalities along with
the right collection of skills. The goal is to find a group of individuals who can consistently assess the situation,
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provide a round of educated guesses, and allow you to make an informed decision quickly. Having competing
personalities is going to prevent you from making a timely decision, and it might impact how often your crew
commits.
We are sailors, yes. In fact, we are racers (otherwise you would probably not be reading this right now). But above all
else, we are humans. We all desire to be understood, to be heard, to develop meaningful relationships. We decide
who we want to spend our precious time with based on who makes us feel good about our decisions and about our
abilities. If you ask someone to crew on your boat once a week for six months without ever inviting them to your
home or out to a meal, you are not engaging that part of their brain that says “ya know what, I like spending time
with this person so much that I am willing to prioritize them over x, y, or z”.

Tuesday evening Twilight Series race from J-105 Escape Artist on August 21st. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.

I’m not saying this applies to you, but let’s just say your boat is not always the winningest boat in the fleet. After-all,
there are more boats that don’t win than boats that do. And if you are competing from the same crew pool, you are
gonna have to get creative. Find incentives that make your boat more attractive. Knowing the crew is going to hang
out on the boat after the hour long race makes the 45 minute commute more appealing. Matching crew schwag is
always a great way to market your brand and attract newcomers. It allows you to stand out and it gives crew a
retention incentive. If someone gives you something for free, they say it makes it that much harder to say no to that
person in the future. Volunteering in the community is probably the most effective way to attract valuable crew. It
shows you care about others, it shows you are willing to invest in your people, it gets your boat name out there in
ways you couldn’t possibly do on your own, and it promotes your crew to others (which in turn might mean they
leave you for another faster boat so never mind that last one). Fall is the changing of the guards for all our local
racing clubs and we can all use your help. A two year commitment could give you an influx of crew indefinitely.
Okay crew, let’s talk about what we can bring to the table. We have it pretty easy compared to these skippers. They
invest in the boat, in the racing program, and ultimately in us. It is our duty and responsibility to give them a return
on their investment (because we all know they aren’t gonna get it from the boat!). The biggest challenge we face can
often times be committing to big chunks of time during the summer. Sometimes it’s because of work, or family, or
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sometimes just plain fun. You should consider it an honor to be invited on someone else’s boat to race. You should
communicate effectively and be honest with them (and with yourself) about your availability. Answer
emails/texts/calls with a yes or no. A no answer lets them know they should continue asking around. Not receiving a
response might result in casting too wide a net, end result: too many crew, feelings of guilt! Recognize that your
skipper might have a limited group of people he or she can reach out to. If you can't make it, but want to maintain a
strong relationship with the skipper and improve your odds for a future invitation, consider recommending one of
your sailing friends that might be interested. That way, you are still providing value, even if you can't make it out on
the boat. Also, respect them enough to show up early with all your proper gear, in the right mindset, and off your
phone.
If you are new, hone your skills. Take sailing courses, watch Youtube videos, hang out on the docks. Our community is
full of mentors just looking for their next student. Put your ego aside and be ready to hop on any boat if asked. Try
out different positions, even if they are out of your comfort zone. Ask questions (at appropriate times, which do not
include: 30 seconds before or after the start; during a hoist or douse; directly after your skipper has done something
he/she wished they had not done). And most important, learn the Racing Rules of Sailing! It is your responsibility to
take this racing thing seriously if you want to be taken seriously.
Even if you have been in the scene for awhile, it would behoove you to continue to market your self as available
crew. Being at every social event during the season is one of the best things you could do, not only for yourself, but
for our community and skippers, too. If you want to try your hand at some of the bigger races like CYC Portland’s
Oregon Offshore, put your information up on sailpdx.org as crew. And, same goes for skippers, volunteering will do
wonders for your sailing career and build your circle of trust. Don’t shy away from a leadership position, there are so
many mentors waiting to see the next generation step up, the next generation of skippers.
It just so happens that now is the perfect time to find new crew and/or new rides! Corinthian Yacht Club of Portland
will begin the Sailing On Sunday series October 14th at 1300! I encourage each of you to begin preparing for the
2019 racing season now. Crew, post your information on the Crew Bank on OCSA’s sailpdx.org. Skippers, visit the list
for crew to try out during this casual race series. Often times you can find a significant number of racers discussing
the day’s events in the bar at Portland Yacht Club after the race. Don’t wait until Spring to fill your roster, be
proactive!
Oh, and good luck finding volunteers for race committee (that should be another write-up all together!)

The pretty albeit windless RCYC Long Distance Race start on Sept 8th. Photo courtesy of Kelly Dews.
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Racing Report
Jeff Eastes, Race Captain
The Summer Twilight Series has finished and another season of SYSCO racing is in the books. Recapping the Twilight
Series, Tuesday races had 42 registered boats and 6 pennants. The Melges 24 fleet is growing, and this fleet was
given their own pennant on a trial basis during the series. Thursday races had 52 registered boats and 5 pennants.
We had a few hiccups at the start of the series, but things overall settled down for some good late summer racing.
Race committee executed 75+ starts for the Twilight series. West to Northwest winds were the norms for both
Tuesday and Thursday races, with a random East wind one Tuesday night. There was not a single abandoned race
during this series. There is something almost magical on the Columbia River every Tuesday and Thursday evening
during the spring and summer, that is, SYSCO racing. How do all of these sailboats magically dance on the river in
some orderly form of chaos week after week? All of that racing is possible because of you SYSCO members/
volunteers. Running a race or series of races requires a TEAM effort. I want to extend a huge thank you to all the
members who volunteered for RC duties, fleet captains, PROs, and RC platform boat owners. I want to give a very
special thanks to 3 SYSCO volunteers who truly make racing happen: Gary Whitney, our scorer, does amazing work
behind the scenes. Randy Poff, the Tuesday race coordinator, and Dennis Damore, the Thursday coordinator, do an
outstanding job of organizing fleet captains. These 3 gentlemen make the whole racing magic work week after week
all summer long. SYSCO members please take a moment at the year-end party and thank these guys for all of those
fun evenings of racing you enjoyed this season. Volunteers are the wheels and energy of any good organization and
SYSCO has some great energy. I’ve heard it stated many times this year that SYSCO puts on the BEST races on the
Columbia. Bruce Newton, Rear Commodore and Michael Morrissey, Commodore, have been extremely helpful this
season. A special thanks to them! Finally, Pancho is still afloat and made it through the season without any damage.
Plans are to pull Pancho out later this month and winterize for the off-season. I will be looking for a crew to help me
and Phil Campagna with basic maintenance and winterization. Have a nice relaxing off-season and see you on the
river next April!

RC boat and Pancho on last race of the Twilight series, 2018. Photo courtesy of Michael Morrissey.
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September 2018 SYSCO Board Minutes
Gary Bruner
The meeting on September 10 was held, as usual, at
Elmer’s, Delta Park.
Commodore Michael Morrissey rapped the gavel at 7 PM
sharp. Besides Michael, those present were: Mike Daly,
Warren Dalby, Bruce Newton, Scott Stevenson, Jan
Burkhart, Naomi Reichman and Gary Bruner.
Membership
Chair Jan reported that membership numbers have not
changed lately and stand at 120 members, of whom 11 are
associates. This is down a bit from last year and down from
projections.
Treasurer
Scott Stevenson said that the lower than expected
membership number has resulted in roughly a $1,900
shortfall in projected income.
Current numbers show a checking balance of $7,259 and a
Pancho savings balance of $3,691, for a total of $10,950.
Remaining expenses for this year include $260 for the
storage shed at Columbia Crossings, $250 to OCSA for our
share of the annual awards party, and awards for Trophies.
(addressed later). Additionally, SYSCO had offered to pay
$50 each to any fleets who wanted to defray expenses for
any fleet level social events, but so far only the Cruisers
have collected. $6000 was originally budgeted for trophies,
but $591 has already been spent on engraved glassware,
used as trophies for the Dual Bridge Duel, and
commemorative items for the St. Helens Race/Cruise,
leaving roughly $5,400 for Jim Shaw to spend on year-end
trophies. The bottom line is that SYSCO could end the year
with only $1,000 to move into Pancho's savings account,
while the goal has been to have $2,000 put there towards
the inevitable purchase of a new mark boat to replace the
aging, patched up Pancho.
Further discussion about dollars resulted in Jan’s
suggestion that we stop giving free burgees to new
members, since they are rarely seen flying anyway. They
will be made available to anyone for our cost of $25 each,
but they will no longer be mailed out. Michael will speak to
Jim Shaw about an analysis of how many trophies will be
needed this year and whether or not he could arrange to
provide them for the $5,400 available. If not, the board
agreed to spend up to $6,000 if absolutely necessary. Many
at the table expressed their opinion that awards that
acknowledge a whole crew are often more appreciated
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than something that goes exclusively to the skipper of
each boat.
Racing
Chair Jeff Eastes was not in attendance, but Michael
reported that SYSCO’s events have concluded for the
year, and that, generally, things went quite well in spite
of a few more minor hiccups. Gary offered the
suggestion that perhaps radio use could be expanded a
bit for clarifying any potential confusion since boats are
now required to be equipped with them. Radio
communication might be used to clarify any out-of-theorder pennant order, communication about approaching
barge traffic, marks that may not be in the usual places
for some reason, etc. We will discuss this more at the
Race Management clinics in the spring.
New Business
Bruce Newton spoke at length about an idea he’s
hatched in conjunction with OWSA and the Willamette
Sailing Club, both of whom have numbers of people
who’d be interested in joining keelboat racers as a trial.
In order to increase participation, Bruce is suggesting
that we could get up to 100 newbies out to experience
racing on keelboats, but that would necessitate having all
racing sailboats agree to taking one extra person along
for the ride. While all agreed that it was a noble idea,
there were discussions about the logistics involved,
especially for the smaller boats. After many ideas were
kicked about, the conclusion was that we try to do this
early in the season so that the newbies who loved it
would have the rest of the summer to join a crew.
Saturday beer cans were considered, but rejected
because of typically small turnouts for weekend events.
It was agreed upon that Bruce would continue with a
plan to use the week of the Oregon Offshore Race in
May, and run ‘non counting’ practice races on both days
of a week that is typically ‘dark’. It would necessitate
getting all interested boats to make a firm commitment
to actually go out that week, of course, so that crew
assignments could be made in advance, in somewhat the
same manner as OWSA assigns women to boats for their
Wednesday Night sails all summer. We may well refer to
this as the “Grow the Sport Week.” Mike Daly made
reference to all those people who own their own boats,
too, but seem reluctant to try racing as an option. We’d
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try hard to make sure there was an ‘after race’ venue (a
bar, PYC?) so folks could socialize and share their
experiences.
Naomi, our social chair, spoke then of the need for people
to help with the OCSA awards banquet. She will be
contacting folks who expressed an interest in that on their
membership form. Help may well be needed prior to the
event, and also some on the day of, checking in people,
decorating, and other set up as needed, even though this
year’s function will be at Warehouse 23 instead of PYC. We
were all reminded that each fleet has been asked to
provide a nice raffle prize or ‘basket’ to serve as a raffle
item at the OCSA Awards Dinner on Nov. 3.
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Finally, mention was made of the need for people to step
up as board members for SYSCO next year. The Secretary
position is open, as well as a Commodore to run the
club’s meetings and such since Jeff Eastes made clear
from the beginning that he’d serve as Race Captain, but
felt he did not have the skills to be the Commodore.
SYSCO would love to get some women in some of these
roles, as it’s been a ‘male dominated’ club for the last
several years. Anyone with ideas of people, especially
ladies, who’d be good in any of these leadership roles
should forward those names for consideration by the
board.
The meeting was adjourned.
Submitted by 2nd String Secretary, Gary Bruner, for Don Woodhouse.
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